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Abstrat. Performane of the ross-orrelation funtion (CCF) is ompared

with the linear, algebrai equations, least-squares deonvolution diretly giv-

ing the broadening funtion (BF). The many disadvantages of the CCF do not

outweigh its simpliity so that the BF approah is strongly advoated.

1. Disadvanteges of the ross-orrelation funtion

The ross-orrelation funtion (CCF) is sometimes applied in estimates of the

amount of the broadening of the spetral lines (e.g. for rotating stars, V sin i) or

for radial veloity measurements of multiple or binary objets. Suh appliations

may result in systemati errors for the following reasons:

1. The CCF ombines the broadening of the program spetrum with that of

the template, with the resulting loss of resolution.

2. Outside of the main peak, whih is normally used for radial veloity de-

termination, the CCF is negative with a superimposed fringing pattern.

3. The above problem leads to diÆulties with the de�nition of the baseline.

This problem is partiularly severe for sparse spetra whih give stronger

fringing patterns, beause with fewer spetral lines, the positive fringes are

usually stronger.

4. All of the above result in the shape of the CCF outside of the main orre-

lation peak being dependent on the stellar spetrum. For the same star,

di�erent parts of the spetrum will de�ne di�erent CCF's.

2. The broadening funtion

The broadening funtion (BF), B in P = S � B, where P is the \program"

(broadened) spetrum and S is the \sharp" or the template spetrum, an be

straightforwardly determined by solving algebrai, over-determined equations

representing the above onvolution. S & P are usually de�ned over thousands

of pixels, while B is usually de�ned over hundreds of pixels, so the equations an

be ast as a standard least-squares problem with an over-determinay typially

of 10{times or so.
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The onvolution operation whih maps S into a broad and/or binary-star

spetrum P , P (�
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) =
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� �) S(�) d�; an be written as a set of algebrai

linear equations,
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P = D

~

B. The array D(

~

S) is reated from the sharp-line

spetrum vetor

~

S(n) by plaing it as olumns of D after shifting it downward

by one index for eah suessive olumn. The BF is represented by a vetor of

the unknowns in the solution,

~

B(m). The array D has the short dimension m

and the long dimension n�m+1 > m; it aomplishes the mapping of S ! P .

Usually, a very good de�nition of B results when some preautions are taken

to take into aount the linear dependenies aused by the ontinuum points and

for the �nite resolution whih introdues oupling of the neighboring pixels in B.

The reader is suggested to refer to Ruinski (1999, 2002). A desription of the

onept of the broadening funtions with examples and detailed programming

suggestions are available at the WWW site:

http://www.astro.utoronto.a/�ruinski.

3. Use of the BF's in the binary star program at DDO

We use the broadening funtions to determine the radial veloities and rotational

broadening of omponents in the short-period binary-star program at the David

Dunlap Observatory. Until now, we have determined 75 radial veloity orbits.

For referenes to the six papers with the �rst 60 orbits, see the interim paper

Ruinski (2002).

The broadening funtion approah has permitted us to analyze lose bina-

ries in several multiple, visual/spetrosopi systems providing data whih were

too \diÆult" before, with mixed sharp and rotationally broadened omponents.

We found several bright (< 10 mag) triple systems where the spetra are dom-

inated by the third, slowly rotating omponent whih { although the fainter

one in the visual system { de�nes the overall spetral appearane and produes

sharp, easily identi�able spetral lines. The fat that suh stars were not re-

ognized ould be explained by two non-exlusive auses: (1) The spetra were

too omplex to be handled by the CCF approah and suh stars were previously

abandoned; (2) Most of these spetra look like those of a single, slowly-rotating

star and { paradoxially { the spetrum of the brighter lose-binary omponent

is not normally visible. The presene of the binary, whih produes the broad

spetral signature, manifests itself spetrally only through merging and blending

of the more ommon, weaker lines and the general lowering of the ontinuum.

The photometri varaibility signal of the brighter omponent is usually strongly

\diluted" in the ombined light of the system. We have beame aware of those

triple systems only thanks to detetion of the low-amplitude photometri vari-

ability by the Hipparos mission.
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